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Just ask! As long as we can give it, we They must do it!”

As he said, he pointed to William and Olivia and choked: “Look, these two children are still very young,
and Olivia will soon become the Queen of Northern Europe. If you go out, the lives of these two
children will be ruined!”

Charlie touched his chin and was silent for a moment, then smiled: “You are right, the two of them are
indeed very young, and they really want to ruin their future, and I feel a little sorry.”

After speaking, Charlie sighed and said, “Hey! Seeing you are so pious, I can choose to go private with
this matter, but it depends on the attitude of the two of you to solve the problem.”

As soon as Charlie said this, the family members immediately understood the meaning of his words.

Since it depends on the attitude, it is natural to show sincerity.

Therefore, William’s father George immediately said: “MR. Wade, you can rest assured, as long as you
are willing to raise your hands, I will pay you the two billion euros immediately!”

When he said this, George’s heart was bleeding.

Their family has a total of tens of billions of euros in assets, and originally agreed to the Nordic royal
family. After the two got married, they would invest a lot of money in the Nordic royal family’s
industry.

Now, William has smashed such a big basket. The two billion euros have far exceeded their family’s
cash flow reserves.

George can only take out the money he plans to invest in the royal family after marriage and pay it to
Charlie first.

Charlie couldn’t help frowning when he heard this, and asked him: “Your son originally owed me two
billion. This is written in black and white. As his father, it is only natural for you to pay the bill for him.
Why? Still licking my face and begging me to raise my hand?”

George didn’t expect that two billion euros would not satisfy Charlie, so he could only bite the bullet
and ask him: “Ye…MR. Wade…How can you be satisfied?”

Charlie said indifferently: “If you want me to hold your hands high, besides these two billion, you have
to show some sincerity to make sense.”

George was so nervous that his voice trembled, and asked softly, “Ye…MR. Wade…howmuch do you
want?”

Charlie said indifferently: “I don’t want more. In addition to the 2 billion euros in arrears, another 3
billion euros will be used as spiritual compensation, and 5 billion is better.”



George blurted out before his eyes and blurted out: “MR. Wade…five…five billion euros…is it…is it
too much…”

Charlie asked back: “Are you more?”

George almost collapsed and choked: “MR. Wade…5 billion euros is really too much…we…how can we
get so much money…”

Charlie looked at Olivia and said indifferently: “Olivia, since you are also involved in this matter, then
the five billion euros will be paid by your two families! As for how much each family pays, you should
go for it yourself. Negotiate a ratio! In half an hour, I will see 5 billion euros hit my account!”

Olivia was stunned, and blurted out: “Charlie…This matter, the William family is already willing to pay,
how can we let our royal family also pay… For one thing, you can’t make a double share. Money?”

Charlie nodded and said with a smile: “Olivia, you are really right, I just want to make double money in
this matter!”
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